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What Is CryptoPetz? 

CryptoPetz is a high-quality, multi-generational NFT GameFi project on 
the Cardano blockchain. 

CryptoPetz combines the best aspects of gaming, DeFi, crypto, non-fungible and fungible 
tokens into a single ecosystem, designed to; promote fun, incentivize collection, encourage 
community, and provide a place for interactive play-to-earn gaming. 

Starting with PvP battles and progressing to story modes and land ownership, the gaming 
platform will stand on its own…but it won’t have to.  With a variety of in-game fungible token 
rewards earned through battle, resource collection, community engagement, and staking with 
PETZ stake pool, there are multiple incentive models. 

The project is highly community driven and focuses on giving the best experience to its 
community members. We emphasize transparency with our community and the Cardano 
community space has welcomed the project with open arms and enthusiasm. 
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The Storyline  
The Era Before the Jump 

We were a civilization amongst the sky, traveling freely between stars in our galaxy, powered 
by Dyson spheres strategically placed at hyper jump sites. Living in space on Exo-Habitats, 
people rarely visited planets, and on whole they had total trust in the omnipresent system, 
though few had access to the information necessary to understand it. 

We were at peace for the most part, we observed the universe and hoarded our knowledge, 
safely locking it away in 3 structures called Legacy Vaults, each was a pristine data-base 
isolated from one another. Tending to the vaults took extraordinary human perseverance and 
resources. We were Proud… we were Arrogant. 

Things remained this way for ages, until The Catalyst shook us free of our dilutions and all it 
took, was a Single Kernel of Code… 

Ours was one of the first ships that jumped, we arrived here, at Adano…  

 

Adano, A New Home 

After a rough hyper-jump, we suddenly arrived drifting with menial resources and a hyper 
jump ledger blinking error. As we oriented ourselves to our situation and navigated our ship to 
the planet we had stopped nearest to. 

When we were able to find a suitable staging ground we landed our ship, choosing a clearing 
near a cliffside prairie. As soon as camp was set, we began observing the local wildlife and 
studying the surrounding ecosystems. Our new home was full of life, hooved equestrian herds 
stormed across the open terrain dragging a small thunder cloud with them. The ensuing rain 
in the wake of the stampede caused some of the flowers themselves to rise and dance, 
relishing in the nutrients.  As the storm clouds withdrew, we began to see just how magic the 
wildlife was.  This place is pulsing with the raw power of life itself it seems, crisscrossing the 
landscape under our feet and being drawn up into the veins of the flora and fauna, some of 
the older trees even have seams of gold sap running through them.  Curiously, we tend to find 
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Eggs and Egg Shells most frequently near these stronger ley lines, those creatures that had 
emerged baring features in line with the Biomes they were born of.   

Months passed as we studied our new home, and others had begun to appear on our borders, 
apparently the same event that had brought our ship here, was still bringing others. First, an 
agricultural vessel piloted by a family of hydroponic farmers, an Automated Robotic Barge 
piloted by a very strange inventor, and an old Leisure Cruiser near full capacity, with a large 
Gymnasium, a last gen Med-Pod and Bio-Polymer Device in the Spa. We've landed the Cruise 
Liner near a cliff lined coast on a green expanse of prairie. Folks have begun to set up 
merchant stalls and a farmers market leading up to the vessel and lovingly dubbed it Cruise 
City. 

Bringing the Med-Pod and Bio-Polymer devices over from the Spa, we began using them and 
the Robotics Barge as a Lab focused on studying the biodiversity of our new home.  Starting 
by breaking down the Egg Shards into Dust and adding them to different bio-solutions to run 
tests on, hoping to learn more about the origins of this world's inhabitants.  It may be 
optimistic, but early studies suggest we may be able to bring to life a new species of these 
creatures by activating these lay lines within our developing town. 

We will update the logs as we continue to build out the Egg Shard Laboratory and gather more 
data. 
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The Constellation 

The CryptoPetz ecosystem is composed of many planets in a 
particular constellation resembling the Cardano logo.  

The game story starts with planet Adano, located amongst the main 6 planet loop. On Adano, 
Explorers have already discovered 150 native species so far and they continue to regularly 
make new and exciting discoveries. Adano is the start of the CryptoPetz Epoch spectrum.  

As Explorers migrate from Adano to another planet amongst the 6 main planet, the Epoch will 
change. Therefore, the next planet, Planet Unknown will be in the coming Epochs and what 
will be found on future planets, is sure to surprise. 
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The Petz 

Out of their ecosystems and trying get back, each CryptoPetz is a unique 1 of 1 collectible NFT 
game piece. Each of the CryptoPetz NFT’s is unique combination of the Petz creature itself, 
one or more types, one background, and a hatched egg with a crypto logo all of which fall 
within a range of rarities. 

The final easter egg in the original 10,000 NFT collection, is a very small and very rare set of 
unhatched eggs that will hatch in future Epochs. The unhatched eggs will be able to be 
hatched into exclusive looking CryptoPetz. 

Epoch 1 Petz 

• In-game characters to befriend and battle with 
• 150 Unique, hand-drawn species     
• Each Petz comes beside a crypto eggshell 
• Each species has a unique name, named by the  

community at https://cryptopetz.info  

https://cryptopetz.info/
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Rarities 

1. Very Common 4. Scarce 7. Extremely Rare 
2. Common 5. Rare 8. Ultra Rare 
3. Uncommon 6. Epic 9. Legendary 

 
CryptoPetz rarities play an important role on the Petz stats. As the rarity increases, the stats 
are increased. More on that in the CryptoPetz Characteristics section.  

Type 
Grass Electric Lava 
Poison Earth Metal 
Fire Sound Fae 
Psychic Insect Flying 
Ice Spirit Shadow 
Water Combat Drake 

 

CryptoPetz types are going to change slightly from Epoch to Epoch (generation to generation). 
Some types will be removed as others will be added. For example, in Epoch 2, the Drake type 
will be removed but the Magic type will be introduced. 

Backgrounds 

• Special Backgrounds 
• Common Backgrounds 

Backgrounds are strictly a collector’s characteristic. Special backgrounds do not increase any 
CryptoPetz stats compared to normal backgrounds.  

Crypto Logos 

• From Cardano to Bitcoin, Ethereum and plenty more, each hatched egg has a crypto 
logo on it. 

• Future Collaborations may take place using this asset feature. 
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CryptoPetz Characteristics 
Note: The CryptoPetz characteristics and game mechanics aren’t finalized yet. We are currently working with 
game experts to make it fair for everyone. 

Health (HP): 

The CryptoPetz health is correlated to the rarity of the CryptoPetz. As the rarity increases, the 
HP increases. HP fluctuates between 2 values as shown in the table. 

For example, to acquire a CryptoPetz of rarity Common with a HP of 80 is much harder than 
acquiring the same rarity CryptoPetz with an HP of 60. The same goes for all other rarity 
levels. 

Rarity Health 
Very Common 40-80 

Common 50-90 
Uncommon 60-100 

Scarce 70-110 
Rare 80-120 
Epic 90-130 

Extremely Rare 100-140 
Ultra Rare 110-150 
Legendary 130-160 

 
Attack (ATT): 

Raising attack for your CryptoPetz can be highly advantageous as it is primarily used to 
defeat your opponent’s CryptoPetz, however, it doesn’t mean it is the only important attribute 
to increase.  

As mentioned with the HP, the amount of basic attack power is correlated to the rarity of the 
CryptoPetz. 
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Rarity Attack 
Very Common 15-35 

Common 15-35 
Uncommon 20-35 

Scarce 25-40 
Rare 30-40 
Epic 30-45 

Extremely Rare 35-50 
Ultra Rare 40-50 
Legendary 45-55 

 

To acquire a CryptoPetz with Epic rarity and attack power of 45 is much harder to do than to 
get the same rarity CryptoPetz with an attack power of 35. The same goes for all other rarity 
levels. 

Defense (DEF): 

Defense is critical in maintaining your CryptoPetz fighting capability. As your defense 
increases, the resistance to your opponent's attacks increases.  

Rarity Defense 
Very Common 60-120 

Common 60-120 
Uncommon 80-120 

Scarce 100-120 
Rare 100-140 
Epic 100-140 

Extremely Rare 120-140 
Ultra Rare 120-160 
Legendary 140-180 

 
Stamina (STA): 

Stamina is a very important stat for your CryptoPetz. It allows you to attack or perform 
actions during your turn acting like fuel. If your CryptoPetz doesn’t have stamina, you will 
need to recover before performing an attack.  

What takes stamina?   Simply put, attacks take most of your stamina. Depending on the 
attack, the stamina used will vary. Typically, the stronger the attack, the more stamina it uses. 
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Rarity Stamina 
Very Common 70-90 

Common 70-90 
Uncommon 80-100 

Scarce 80-110 
Rare 90-110 
Epic 100-120 

Extremely Rare 100-130 
Ultra Rare 110-140 
Legendary 120-150 

 
Speed (SPD) & Dexterity (DEX): 

Speed determines who goes first in the battle arena.  If Petz 1 has a SPD of 100 and Petz 2 
has a SPD of 80, CryptoPetz 1 will be allowed to start his turn first. Every CryptoPetz will start 
in a range of 60 to 100.  

Dexterity determines whether you hit an opponent. Higher dexterity means that your attack 
has higher chances of hitting your opponent effectively. Dexterity’s range changes depending 
on the rarity of the CryptoPetz. A DEX of 100 will mostly land an effective attack unless a skill 
is used to deviate your attack. 

Rarity Speed Dexterity 
Very Common 60-100 80-100 

Common 60-100 80-100 
Uncommon 60-100 80-100 

Scarce 60-100 80-100 
Rare 60-100 80-100 
Epic 60-100 85-100 

Extremely Rare 60-100 85-100 
Ultra Rare 60-100 90-100 
Legendary 60-100 90-100 
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Unhatched Eggs 

Unhatched eggs were acquired from the Epoch 1 sale. Only 60 unhatched eggs exist out the 
10,000 CryptoPetz.  After hatching, these Petz will have their own rarity scheme that will 
respect the Petz attribute charts above. These CryptoPetz Eggs will hatch unique Petz designs 
and will be able to live on your Petz Land. *See Land Ownership section below 
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Tokens 

    

Attribute Tokens 

Each Petz has an Attribute Slots characteristic, which is the number of Attribute Tokens that 
can be applied to the Petz at any given time. Attribute Tokens are used to enhance your Petz 
attributes (HP, Attack, Defense, Dexterity, Speed, and Stamina). They come in 4 grades: 
Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Obsidian. The higher the grade of the token, the rarer. 

Attribute Token Slots  

• Boosts Petz Attributes 
o HP, Attack, Defense, Dexterity, Speed, and Stamina 

• Bronze, Silver, and Gold Grade Tokens 
o Escalate in effect from Bronze to Gold 
o Boost 1 attribute for a Petz 

• Obsidian Grade Tokens 
o Boost 2 attributes for a Petz 
o Each boost has an effect equivalent to a Silver Grade token 

The effectiveness of an attribute token is scaled based on several factors, including the Grade 
Boost (a constant Boost factor for each Grade, consistent across all attributes), the current 
value of the attribute for the Petz to which the token is being applied, and the maximum 
naturally occurring value for the attribute in all Petz (see: CryptoPetz Characteristics). The 
higher the current attribute value, the less effective the attribute tokens will be. This is to 
encourage well-rounded teams and avoid overpowered attributes. The effectiveness follows 
the following equation: 
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Where GradeBoost is the boost factor for each token grade, CurrVal is the value of the 
attribute before the token is applied, and MaxBase is the maximum naturally occurring value 
for the attribute in all Petz. An intentional side effect of this equation is that the maximum 
value of an attribute, regardless of the number of tokens applied, is exactly double the 
MaxBase. Once the attribute value reaches double MaxBase, additional tokens on that 
attribute will have no effect. It is also worth noting that token boosts will be applied in a way 
that maximizes attribute value, it will not be dependent on the order in which tokens are 
selected. 

The Grade Boosts will be regularly tweaked in balance updates, but the initial values are as 
follows: 

Grade Boost 
Bronze 5 
Silver 10 
Gold 15 

 

To give a better understanding of how tokens decrease in effectiveness as the Petz attribute 
value gets higher, here is a visual example of the boost given by each token grade for an 
attribute with a MaxBase of 80: 

 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 − (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙2 ∗
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

4 ∗ 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺2
 ) 
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Once a Petz attribute value is at the MaxBase for that attribute, tokens are only 75% effective, 
and it quickly decreases from there as the attribute value increases. 

Ability Tokens 

Attacks and Effects - All abilities consist of an attack, an effect, or both. The attack of an 
ability deals direct damage to a target based on the ability’s Power Level. Note that the ability 
itself is a factor when determining damage, so two different abilities with the same attack 
Power Level will not necessarily deal the same amount of damage. However, if there is a 
single ability with multiple token grades and one grade has a higher Power Level, that will 
result in more damage than the same ability with a lower Power Level. An ability’s effect 
changes either the target’s status, attributes, or gameplay. Each effect has an Effectiveness, 
ranging from 1 to 5, that describes the strength of the effect. The strength of an effect can 
determines several things, such as the probability an effect works against a target, the 
duration the effect lasts, and/or the impact of the effect. In some cases, abilities may have 
multiple effects, each with their own Effectiveness. 

Targets - Abilities may target one or more Petz in a battle. Additionally, the target(s) may be 
the Petz performing the ability, one or more Petz on the same team, or one or more Petz on 
the opposing team. 

S - The Petz targets itself 

Any - The Petz can choose any singular target 

All - Every Petz in the battle, regardless of team, is targeted 

Ability Slots 

Basic Abilities - These are Normal type abilities available to most Petz. These abilities have 
an attack and may cause simple effects. 

Stat. Abilities - These abilities do not have an attack, but instead have a variety of effects 
that change the target’s attributes, status, or gameplay. Normal Stat. abilities can be used by 
most Petz, others are restricted by type. 
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Special Attack Slots 

Special Abilities - Abilities that are not in the Basic or Stat classes, are classified as Special. 
All these abilities have a type that determines which Petz can use the ability. A Special Ability 
may be able to be used by multiple compatible Petz types, but there is an advantage to using 
abilities with a type matching that of the Petz. Special Abilities may have both an attack and/or 
one or more effects with differing tactical or power advantages. Ability Tokens allow your Petz 
to gain knowledge of techniques or moves.  These tokens also exist with grades ranging from 
Bronze to Obsidian.  In general, lower grade Ability Tokens offer abilities that are overall 
weaker and less effective than those from higher token grades (e.g., Bronze Ability Tokens 
offer weaker abilities than Gold Ability Tokens).  A single ability may be available in multiple 
grades, where higher grades are a stronger version of the ability. The maximum grade varies 
between abilities, so, for example, just because there is an ability available in Bronze does not 
also mean it is also available in Silver.  Obsidian grade tokens share the power and 
effectiveness of their corresponding Gold tokens, but they are a hyper-rare version with a 
heavily reduced stamina cost for your Petz, allowing them to use the moves more in battle. 
Each Petz has an Ability Slots characteristic, which is the number of Ability Tokens that can be 
applied to the Petz at any given time. Just like with Attribute Tokens, they can be applied to 
Petz and removed from Petz as frequently as a player would like. Some abilities are classified 
as Special, and they use up a Special Attack Slot rather than a standard Ability Slot. 
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Special Ability tokens can be collected to increase your CryptoPetz attack power. Every 
CryptoPetz has basic stats in Attack, however, it takes more than basic attack power to defeat 
your opponent.  

Tokens can be applied to Petz and removed from Petz as frequently as a player would like. 

Type Compatibility 

Using the chart below, you can see what other Types of abilities your Petz can use. If a Petz is 
the same Type as the ability being used it works normally and you gain the Type based Bonus 
to damage. If a Petz is not the same Type as the ability being used, but is on the Compatibility 
Chart, then the Ability will work normally but you will not gain a Type based Bonus to damage. 
If a Petz isn't the same Type and isn't indicated on the Compatibility Chart, the Petz can't use 
the ability. 
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Gameplay 

 

Tournament-Style Online RPG 

The CryptoPetz game is a tournament-style online role-playing game (RPG) where you can 
collect and enhance your own CryptoPetz. You can compete by forming your own team of 1, 
3, 6 or 9 and battle other players. Every CryptoPetz has several attribute slots, ability slots and 
special attack slots that can be filled and used through ownership of the respective tokens to 
enhance their CryptoPetz battle capabilities. 

Attribute, Ability and Special Attack 

The number of attributes, special attacks and ability slots are correlated to the rarity level of 
the CryptoPetz. 

Every CryptoPetz has basic stats in Health, Attack, Defense, Speed, Stamina and Dexterity. 
You can enhance each of these stats by merging an attribute token with your CryptoPetz.  
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Rarity Attribute Ability Special Attack 
Very Common 3-4 1 1 

Common 3-5 1 1 
Uncommon 4-5 2 1 

Scarce 4-6 2 1 
Rare 5-6 2 2 
Epic 6-7 2 2 

Extremely Rare 7-8 3 2 
Ultra Rare 8-9 3 2 
Legendary 10 3 3 

 

Note: Attribute tokens can only be added to CryptoPetz that have available corresponding slots.  

Furthermore, ability tokens can be used to fulfill your CryptoPetz skill slots. Skills such as 
“Iron Skin”, “Deflection” and “Auto-Attack” for example, have their own unique characteristics. 

Team Builder 
The CryptoPetz Team builder 
is the foundational location on 
Adano that allows players to 
strategically build their battle 
teams of 1, 3, 6, or 9 Petz and 
pair those Petz with Ability and 
Attribute tokens. 

Players can formulate their 
battle teams based on the 
Petz characteristics and the 
players desired style of combat. By swapping out Petz and tokens players can see in real time 
the increase or decrease a particular combination of Petz and tokens will have on the teams 
stats 
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Battle Formula 
The CryptoPetz Formula will be continuously updated as the game evolves to favor fair battles. 
This current battle formula is a work in progress and is subject to change. The battle formula 
is a formula that is used in calculating the total damage dealt to the targeted CryptoPetz.  

 

 

𝐴𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺′𝐵𝐵 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙 
𝐵𝐵 = 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 
𝐶𝐶 = 𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 
𝐷𝐷 = 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵′𝐵𝐵 𝐷𝐷𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺 
𝑋𝑋 = 𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵 
𝑌𝑌 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺 𝑀𝑀𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 (0.5, 1, 2) 
𝑍𝑍 = 𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵 
𝐻𝐻∗ = 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 

As seen above, the battle formula has many variables that can easily change the total attack 
dealt. In addition, Stamina Power Transfer and Effectiveness Coefficient both have sub 
formulas.  

𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺: 

 

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈 = 𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 𝑈𝑈𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺 𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 

 
As you can see, the Stamina Power Transfer is influenced by 3 variables. The Initial Stamina is 
the CryptoPetz Stamina before its attack. The Stamina Used is as the name says, Stamina 
used. Stamina Used will be strongly influenced by the type of ability used. Some attacks will 
use more Stamina than others. Finally, Absolute Stamina is the CryptoPetz Stamina prior to 
starting the battle.  

𝐷𝐷𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺 =
(�3

5 ∗ 𝐴𝐴� + 10) ∗ 3𝐵𝐵 ∗ 𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝑋𝑋 ∗ 𝑌𝑌 

𝐷𝐷
∗ 𝑍𝑍 

𝐶𝐶 =
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼 − 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
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𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵: 

 

𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆 0 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺 50 
𝑂𝑂 = 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃 𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸𝑋𝑋 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺 

The Effectiveness Coefficient is influenced by 2 variables: a randomly generated number 
between 0 and 50 and the CryptoPetz’ Dexterity. The randomly generated number is essential 
for any RPG combat system. This number is what helps bring unpredictability in battles. 
Furthermore, as you can see in the formula above, the Dexterity value of the attacking 
CryptoPetz can play a strong role in the total damage dealt.  

A small table below demonstrates a possibility of outcomes from the formula above: 

DEX Worst Case (R = 0) Best Case (R = 50) Worst Case % Best Case % 
80% 360 410 72% 82% 
85% 382.5 432.5 77% 87% 
90% 405 455 81% 91% 
95% 427.5 477.5 86% 96% 

100% 450 500 90% 100% 
 

Here’s an example: 

A CryptoPetz enters battle with a 90% DEX value. As the CryptoPetz attack its opponent, the 
formula is executed and generates a random number R. If the value of R equals 0 (Worst 
Case) the attack effectiveness is 81%. However, if the R value equals to a max value of 50 
(best case), the attack effectiveness is of 91%! In conclusion, if your CryptoPetz DEX is at 
90%, the best- and worst-case attack effectiveness varies between 91 and 81%.  

To finish, we are exploring other variables that can affect the battle outcome such as 
CryptoPetz Happiness. This is not to be taken as final, but we are envisioning a possibility in 
implementing a CryptoPetz Happiness variable in the battle formula. The happiness of a Petz is 
determined by the amount of care and attention it has received prior to battle. If the Petz isn’t 
happy, its battle performance will be hindered.  

𝑍𝑍 =
(450 ∗ 𝑂𝑂) + 𝑅𝑅

500
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CryptoPetz XP 
A CryptoPetz experience points will be awarded after a battle has taken place. The amount of 
experience given will vary from battle to battle based on battle performance. Once a Petz has 
amassed enough experience, it will gain another level. The max level a CryptoPetz can have is 
100.  

A detailed table displaying the relation between XP and Levels can be seen below: 

Level Total XP Level Total XP Level Total XP Level Total XP Level Total XP 
1 10 21 16669.8 41 124057.8 61 408565.8 81 956593.8 
2 24 22 19166.4 42 133358.4 62 428990.4 82 992462.4 
3 48.6 23 21900.6 43 143112.6 63 450084.6 83 1029216.6 
4 115.2 24 24883.2 44 153331.2 64 471859.2 84 1066867.2 
5 225 25 28125 45 164025 65 494325 85 1105425 
6 388.8 26 31636.8 46 175204.8 66 517492.8 86 1144900.8 
7 617.4 27 35429.4 47 186881.4 67 541373.4 87 1185305.4 
8 921.6 28 39513.6 48 199065.6 68 565977.6 88 1226649.6 
9 1312.2 29 43900.2 49 211768.2 69 591316.2 89 1268944.2 

10 1800 30 48600 50 225000 70 617400 90 1312200 
11 2395.8 31 53623.8 51 238771.8 71 644239.8 91 1356427.8 
12 3110.4 32 58982.4 52 253094.4 72 671846.4 92 1401638.4 
13 3954.6 33 64686.6 53 267978.6 73 700230.6 93 1447842.6 
14 4939.2 34 70747.2 54 283435.2 74 729403.2 94 1495051.2 
15 6075 35 77175 55 299475 75 759375 95 1543275 
16 7372.8 36 83980.8 56 316108.8 76 790156.8 96 1592524.8 
17 8843.4 37 91175.4 57 333347.4 77 821759.4 97 1642811.4 
18 10497.6 38 98769.6 58 351201.6 78 854193.6 98 1694145.6 
19 12346.2 39 106774.2 59 369682.2 79 887470.2 99 1746538.2 
20 14400 40 115200 60 388800 80 921600 100 1800000 

 

The formula used to calculate how much experience is necessary per level is shown below: 

 

𝐿𝐿 = 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙 
As you can see, as levels increase, the total amount of experience required to level up 
increases. 

𝑋𝑋𝑃𝑃 = �
9
5
� ∗ 𝐿𝐿3 
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Polymerization 
Within the game’s story, our Explorers have researched the Egg Shards extensively at the Egg 
Shard Laboratory and revealed a method to bolster the CryptoPetz population.  Using this 
process, the community will utilize in-game resources & ADA to mint these Petz.  The minted 
Petz are of one species with a large amount of variation and continued customization, these 
Petz will travel with and assist the player as they play through the Explorer mode and develop 
their personal land.  Working together with your Poly Petz will help you grow and explore new 
areas as your skills develop.  These Poly Petz will be integral to the resource gathering 
process, and the skills you improve will grant access to further resource types and recipes.  In 
the Explorer mode the Poly Petz will develop through a “Milestone” style of leveling, separate 
from the “Combat Levels” of the Arena Battles, improving the players ability to forage, mine, 
explore, etc. 

Explorer Avatar Store 
The look and feel of Explorer avatars, Petz and Trainers can fit the mood of the player. With 
access to the store, a variety of skins, clothes, and accessories can be previewed in the 
dressing room and purchased for wear on Adano and future planets. 

Mini Games 
Mini games will add opportunities to use your Petz in fun and unique ways. Games of skill and 
luck, the mini games will add variety of ways to have fun and even earn egg shards. While the 
mini-games haven’t been fully planned, example game styles may be inspired by flappy-bird, 
Mario Kart, and other CryptoPetz original games.  

Land Ownership 
Land ownership will allow Explorers (players) to build their home and house certain CryptoPetz 
which are able to access the home. Players will have the freedom to do as they wish on their 
land. Building, modifying, inviting friends, and resource generation are all possible on an 
Explorer’s land. 
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*Note – While all Explorers can own land and homes, not all CryptoPetz will have the 
opportunity to be on the player’s land and certain Petz can only be housed in certain biomes.  

Explorer Mode (Open World) 
Walk the world of Adano, explore, and earn experience as a lumberjack, miner, farmer, or 
numerous other different types of jobs. The planet has a diverse set of biomes, and each 
ecosystem has unique Petz, climates, and land that is suitable for different scenarios. Scaling 
through these biomes will allow players to earn higher levels of resource generation.  

Certain events, such as played hours in game or in a specific biome will trigger event 
opportunities like bonding with your Petz.   

Example: I want to have an ice Petz team, so I forage in the tundra to build time and 
experience within that Biome. By spending time in the Tundra, I can earn free Petz and assets 
unique to that biome that can prepare my ice team for battle. 
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PETZ POOL: Egg Shards In-Game Currency 
Egg Shards will be the official currency of the entire CryptoPetz in-game economy. While the 
game will include other resources introduced over time, Egg Shards will be at the base of 
every in-game purchase and action, including things like Petz polymerization and evolution.  

If you plan on playing the game or participating in the community, you'll want Egg Shards!  

Tokenomics  

Since Egg Shards will be the underpinning of the entire CryptoPetz economy, we do not want 
to commit to a maximum supply before we are able to get a better idea of what a finalized, 
self-sufficient economy looks like in the game. So, to be clear, the initial tokenomics below are 
subject to change. They are not final. In the end, the maximum supply may be higher than the 
maximum supply stated in the initial tokenomics plan.  

 

Maximum supply (tentative): 3 billion  

Stake pool airdrop for original delegators, 
completed in November 2021: 10 million  

Stake pool distribution over 1 year (details 
below): 490 million  

Team distribution: 10% (300 million)  

Future community distribution (in-game 
rewards, additional stake pool distribution, 
other distribution mechanisms): 2.2 billion  

 

This distribution allows us to provide a significant portion of the total Egg Shard supply 
(~17%) to the delegators that support our stake pool during the initial development of the 
game. The remaining 2.2 billion will not be minted yet, but the team will mint them when 
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needed for future distribution. While there may be several different methods of distribution, 
the primary one that we are exploring (other than the stake pool) is rewards for winning 
battles in-game. This will potentially be the first play-to-earn aspect of the game and will allow 
us to stick to our mission of providing the Egg Shards to the community members that support 
the project in the early stages.  

As mentioned earlier, although unlikely, the maximum supply may need to be increased down 
the road if it would make the in-game economy more likely to thrive. With that said, there are 
a few guarantees that we would like to make as a team to ensure a solid foundation of trust in 
Egg Shards as an asset:  

Only 10% of the maximum supply will ever be minted for the team.  

The maximum supply will never be increased without extensive community discussion and 
feedback, as well as full, detailed transparency from the team. If we feel the need to increase 
maximum supply, we will make our motives crystal clear, and will not do so unless the 
community agrees it is the right approach.  

Distributions will never be subjective or biased. Whenever the team decides to distribute 
additional Egg Shards, it will always be based on some fair or random event (e.g., Stake Pool 
rewards, in-game Battle rewards, random giveaways, NFT conference giveaways).  

The community will be informed about any new Egg Shard distribution before it happens. Even 
if it does not relate to maximum supply, the community will know exactly how we are utilizing 
the Egg Shards to help grow and foster the community and the game.  

The team will never sell the Egg Shards allocated for future community distribution. In other 
words, the 2.2 billion Egg Shards reserved for the community will always be distributed for 
free through some fair or random approach – they will never be sold for profit to the team.  

Once the team is at a point where the ideal maximum supply is clear, we will communicate 
with the community and utilize smart contracts for a smooth transition from the current Egg 
Shards to a new Egg Shard asset – in other words, the team will give up control of minting 
Egg Shards once the economy is stable.  
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Stake Pool Distribution  

Now that we got all that boring tokenomics talk out of the way, time for rewards!  

First, let's talk about how rewards will be distributed. Whenever a wallet is eligible for an 
airdrop reward, they will be able to claim that reward by sending a claim transaction to an 
address that the team will specify. The transaction will go something like this: You send 3 ADA 
to address ABC, and then a few seconds later you receive ~2.8 ADA with all the Egg Shards 
available to your address (assuming 0.2 ADA transaction fee). Essentially, all you need to pay 
is the transaction fee, and you can claim all the Egg Shards for your wallet. Keep in mind that 
Egg Shard rewards will stack, so you do not need to claim every epoch! You can wait if you 
like between claiming to minimize your fees – the Egg Shards aren't going anywhere!  

Next, here are the details on all future Stake Pool distribution rewards! These rewards have no 
effect on the ADA rewards for the stake pool – you will receive ADA in addition to these 
rewards. As with all other Stake Pools, you will only receive ADA when the pool mints a block. 
However, you will receive Egg Shards regardless!  

The total initial Stake Pool Egg Shard supply is 490 million. This supply will last 73 Epochs (1 
year). The distribution for each wallet will be proportional to the stake a wallet has in the pool. 
The total distribution for each Epoch in Reward Epochs 1-56 is a percentage of the remaining 
Stake Pool supply. The percentage for any given Reward Epoch is 1.5% plus 0.1% for each 
Reward Epoch that has passed since rewards have started. For example, Reward Epoch 1 
distributes 1.6% of the remaining supply, Reward Epoch 2 distributes 1.7% of the remaining 
supply, Reward Epoch 3 distributes 1.8% of the remaining supply, and so on. For Reward 
Epochs 57-73, the total distribution amounts were chosen for a clean transition away from Egg 
Shard rewards, ensuring that the entire stake pool supply gets distributed.  

Reward snapshots and calculations follow the same rewards model set by Cardano's ADA 
staking rewards. Suppose you start delegating during Epoch 0. Your stake is not considered 
active in our pool until Epoch 2. Your rewards for Epoch 2 are calculated during Epoch 3, and 
your rewards for Epoch 2 are made available at the start of Epoch 4. In other words, 
snapshots for rewards will occur at the start of each Epoch, and rewards will be available to 
claim at the end of the following Epoch. Your stake must be active to be included in the 
snapshot.  
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The first Reward Epoch was Epoch 303, which started on November 16, 2021 @ 21:44:51 
UTC. To be included in the first reward snapshot, your stake must have been active for Epoch 
303, meaning you must start the delegation to the PETZ pool BEFORE the start of Epoch 302 
(November 11, 2021 @ 21:44:51 UTC). The first rewards, for Epoch 303, were made available 
at the start of Epoch 305 (November 26, 2021 @ 21:44:51 UTC).  
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CryptoPetz Roadmap & Future Work  
• Q1 2022 

o White Paper 
o Team Builder 
o Vending Machine and Airdrop Technology Improvements 
o Open-Source toolset for Cardano 
o Catalyst Proposal 

• Q2 2022 
o Redesigned Website 
o Petz Staking 
o Petz Merchandise 
o Community Feedback on Game Development 

• Q3 2022 
o MVP Game Release / Arena Mode 
o Play-2-Earn Mechanics 

• Q4 2022 
o Egg Hatching 
o Evolution 
o Land Sales 

• CryptoPetz 2023 
o Land Game Development 
o Character Builder + Character Assets 
o Polymerization 
o Trainers 
o Explorer Mode MVP 
o In-Game Marketplace 
o Petz Rental 
o Epoch 2 Petz Sale 

 
(Please note that the CryptoPetz platform is in early stages of development and all elements described 
in this document are subject to change upon technical and/or legal review.) 
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